Are you a student or recent graduate in Management, Economics, Mathematics, Chemistry or Physics?

Apply to BROADVIEW HOLDING Presentation!

The Company presentation will be followed by the introduction of its structured recruitment process

COMPANY:
Broadview Holding – owned by HAL, one of the leading European investment companies - is a growing industrial holding with a portfolio of eight international companies focused on premium building and furniture materials, personal protective equipment and small scale LNG distribution.

ITP PROGRAM:
The International Trainee Program is an 18-months job opportunity in which you work on two or three challenging projects at companies of the group. At least one assignment will be abroad. As the long term goal is to add analytical capabilities to the group, this traineeship prepares you for interesting career steps within one of the companies. To ensure a steep learning curve, you will have an extensive evaluation with your coach on the project. During your entire traineeship, one of the HR Directors will serve as your mentor to support you on your personal and professional development. Quarterly Business Analytics Labs (on content) and Skills Labs (on scientific/technical and personal development) with all group trainees will further accelerate your growth.

PROFILE:
Candidates (nearly) possess a Master degree in an analytical study (economical, scientific/technical), have experience living abroad, already gained some leadership experience and have a good command of English. To be successful in this traineeship, you need to have an analytical and curious mindset, well-developed communication skills, ambition and very driven to get the most out of yourself on a professional and personal level. To fit within the company culture, you should recognize yourself in our values ‘behave with integrity, take responsibility and be transparent’.

ABOUT THE SELECTION PROCESS:
If interested to ITP Program, mail directly to traineeship@broadviewholding.com with a motivation letter, a resumé and a transcript of your university grades. Part of the selection procedure are a cv screening, skype interview, online assessment and a face-to-face interview combined with the presentation of a business case (based on provided data).

APPLICATION TO THE EVENT: Apply directly by this link: https://goo.gl/forms/eGRjzO8hjqd0dMBh2

APPLICATION DEADLINE: 12.00 a.m. - 5th JUNE, 2017

The main language of the presentation is English.

For info:
jobstudenti.econ@unito.it